
Delivering Decorative Lighting Festoons
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LUMISPHERE Lumi-Flex™ Xenon and LED Systems

Specifications

Lampholder White UV stabilised Polycarbonate with  a 

unique convex metalised Reflector on the 

base plane which enhances the forward 

illumination intensity. A range of further 

reflectors give further control of the light

spread.

Light Sources Xenon - 12 or 24 volt loop ended lamps clear

or frosted, colours are available 5watt,

8.5watt and 10watt in 24volt (20.000r life)

LED - loop ended 0.6watt Cool and Warm 

white only (50,00hr life)

Cable White Flat twin 2.0mm core PVC 

sheathed 105 degree with distance 

markings for self assembly

Lamp Cover Clear or coloured Polycarbonate. Can only

be used with track or Lampholder clip 

system.

Transformers Lumisphere safety isolating steel cased

toroidal transformers (See transformer

literature for specifications)

Power Supply Xenon systems 

12 or 24 volt Lumisphere range of safety

isolating Electronic or toroidal 

transformers LED System 12 volt DC 

constant voltage LED drivers.

LuMI-FLEX SySTEM
The Lumisphere Lumi-Flex™ is a high quality, linear lighting system
comprising a flat twin PVc insulated cable on which moulded light
units are attached at pre-determined centres providing flexible
lighting for a variety of decorative purposes. The highly efficient
xenon lamps operate at extra low-voltage for safety and efficiency.
Lampholders may be fixed using track sections, clips or self
adhesive tape as required.

The extensive range of Lumisphere™ transformers and LED drivers
provide a wide variety of power sources, enabling the power to be
matched to the number of lights thus ensuring long lamp lifes.

cONFIGurATIONS
Lumi-Flex™ can be supplied in several configurations to suit a
multitude of uses, and different applications, or in component form
for site assembly.

STANDArD LuMI-FLEX™
Standard flexible system to suit curves and shapes. The standard
system is particularly suited to complex curved areas such as
columns, bars and reception desks, outlining signs etc. The flexible
cable allows attachment by cable clip or 50mm track sections
enabling the system to be ‘moulded’ to the shape required.

LuMI-FLEX™ 
TrAcK SySTEM
Extruded click in track system to secure light units in linear spans.
Supplied in 1 metre lengths the PVc track is designed to both
secure the system and maintain straight linear light runs for
applications such as coves and vaulted ceilings, balustrades etc.
The track can be pinned, screwed or secured using self adhesive
tape (where surface allows) simplifying installation in large areas.

TrAcK cOVEr
Extruded cover section to fit in between
lampholders enclosing the cable within
the track, when required to prevent lateral

Lumisphere™ Lumi-Flex system complete with Cool White and Warm White LED modules

HEAD OFFICE: +44 (0)1751 411942www.lumisphere.co.uk



Lampholder in track, fitted with cover Bare Lampholder dimensions

Polycarbonate cover Prevents
Accidental contact With Lamp or
Lamp Damage in Exposed Areas

Long Life Xenon Lamp/LED

Increased Forward Intensity
From Integrated reflector

Easy Fixing to most Surfaces
using The Lumi-Flex™ Track

System

High Quality Supply cable With
Distance Markings to Ease On-

Site Assembly

Track cover For Enclosing Spaces
Between lampholders Where

required

LUMISPHERE LUMI-FLEXI™
SYSTEM - PRODUCT FEATURES
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movement of lamp covers.

APPLIcATIONS
Bar, counter and reception desk edge illumination. cove and vaulted
ceiling side illumination. recessed into product displays and point of
sale equipment. Edge lighting of wall features, signs and unusual
shaped voids. retro-fit installation to replace indirect cold cathode,
fluorescent and neon applications.

LAMP-HOLDEr SPAcING
The system can be assembled with lamps at varying centres to suit
the application, light level and uniformity required, as a general guide
the graph indicates the centres at which lamp holders would have to
be placed in order to achieve near uniform projected illumination on
the receiving surface. The actual results will depend greatly on the
material surface, positioning and angle at which lamp holders are
placed, lamp wattage and any obstructions in place. For these
reasons this chart should be used as a guide only. We recommend
the use of trial sections in the actual application for a true
assessment of a particular lamp spacing.

SALES: +44 (0)1245 329999 sales@lumisphere.co.uk
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LUMISPHERE™ Bespoke Products

SALES: +44 (0)1245 329999 sales@lumisphere.co.uk

Incorporating the Lumisphere™ patented systems, bespoke products
specifically designed for unique durable lighting solutions.

Tree Lantern Utilising 2 Orbical 360/8 LED light units housed
in marine grade lantern and suspended with marine grade
stainless steel wire .   IP68 lighting system

Anodised lampholder Complete with Lumisphere™ light
unit, the anodised Lampholder offers the choice of a
suspension system or method of fixing to rigid poles.

Lumisphere™ Carnival
LED system in premium
colours with WHITE G
Type Polycarbonate
Globe producing a
vibrant colour scheme
combined with the UV
stabilised White
Lampholder and Cable



 

 
 

HEAD OFFICE:
Lumisphere Products Ltd

Red House
Rosedale Abbey

Pickering
North Yorkshire  YO18 8SE

Tel: +44 (0)1751 411942
Fax: +44 (0)1751 417616

Email: accounts@lumisphere.co.uk 

SALES AND TECHNICAL:
Lumisphere Products Ltd

Enterprise House
Priory Road

Freiston
Lincs PE22 0JZ

Tel: +44 (0)1245 329999
Fax: +44 (0)1245 322600 

Email: sales@lumisphere.co.ukwww.lumisphere.co.uk w

EFFECTIVE
SOLUTIONS
We continue to pioneer 
and develop new cost 
effective solutions, 
offering a variety of light 
sources from xenon to 
the latest in LED 
technology that can 
even be retro-fitted into 
existing Lumisphere™ 
systems.

DESIGN OR TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE
The Lumisphere team is on hand to 
offer design or technical assistance 
while you navigate some brief 
examples of our installations and 
products within this site. Please also 
see our catalogue section for more 
technical details of our systems and 
products as well as downloadable 
publications.

DECORATIVE FESTOON 
LIGHTING SYSTEMS
The Lumisphere patented low 
voltage decorative festoon lighting 
systems have been providing safe, 
multipurpose energy saving 
systems in marine, retail, leisure, 
theatre, tourism and naval 
environments in the UK, USA, 
Europe, Middle East and Australia 
for more than 25 years.
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